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“You Can’t Combat Nothing”: Allie Brosh’s Hyperbole 
and a Half and Reframing Mental Illness Through 
Webcomics 

_Abstract 
Amidst the powerfully democratizing, public spheres of Web 2.0, life writing has 
taken on new geographies and forms of mobility through webcomics. As an experi-
mental mode of self-representation, webcomics are part of an urgent, digital turn in 
autobiographical writing, where speaking to one’s personal experiences also takes 
place within the social economies of the Internet. This paper analyzes webcomics as 
a compelling new dimension of autobiographical illness narrative, using Allie Brosh’s 
webcomic blog, Hyperbole and a Half, as its case study. Launched in 2009 on the free 
blog platform, Blogspot, Brosh’s deceptively simplistic aesthetic and comically dark 
representation of mental illness has since amassed near-cult following online. Draw-
ing on the discipline of life writing and from comics studies, I aim to position Brosh’s 
webcomics within the field of graphic medicine and to explore how they might expand 
conventional understandings of illness within this contextual frame. Brosh’s work is 
a significant precursor to hybrid forms of illness narrative still emerging from digital 
spaces — this paper asks how webcomics capitalize on both the affordances of the 
Internet and the aesthetic of comics to connect audiences across vast distances with 
collective experiences of everyday illness. 

 

In1 late October 2011, Allie Brosh disappeared. For nearly two years, the writer, blog-

ger, and cartoonist enjoyed public recognition as the creator of the webcomic Hyper-

bole and a Half, which first appeared on Google’s free Blogspot platform in 2009.2 

Gaining cult-like status amongst young adults online, at the height of its popularity in 

2010, the blog averaged 200,000 views and between 1,000 and 2,500 comments per 

post. The following year Brosh’s public profile expanded into various other digital and 

social platforms, including Tumblr, YouTube, and Facebook (the latter of which report-

ing over 594,000 verified followers).3 Hyperbole became a regular feature of various 

“best of” lists online, including PC World’s inaugural compilation of “The Funniest 

Sites on the Web,”4 and in May 2011, Brosh announced a publication deal with Touch-

stone Books that would turn material from the webcomic into a graphic novel.5 With 

web traffic on the blog site reaching critical mass, and the public eye firmly trained for 

new uploads, Brosh broke abruptly from her regular schedule of content for six months, 

during which time details of an untold struggle with mental illness were revealed.6 In 

October, the extended webcomic “Adventures in Depression” appeared online, the first 

of a promised two-part series that would explore the parameters of grief, trauma, and 

mental illness through the intimate lens of Brosh’s own depression and anxiety. Shortly 
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after, however, Brosh resumed her hiatus from the webcomic and public life.7 Between 

October 2011 and May 2013, the Hyperbole blog was deactivated and the unreleased 

second part of its series on depression was presumably cancelled. 

The story of Allie Brosh is significant in at least two contexts of interest to life writ-

ing scholars. The first is connected to the field of graphic medicine, which has emerged 

from the medical humanities movement8 to explore “the intersection between the me-

dium of comics and the discourse of healthcare.”9 This interdisciplinary approach to-

wards rethinking subjective aspects of illness, disability, and caregiving was first con-

ceived by Ian Williams, whose broad definition of graphic medicine refers to a variety 

of publications that enhance patient care, develop medical education, and offer new 

dynamics to both individual and collective experiences of illness through personal nar-

rative and visual language.10 The second relates to the interdisciplinary promise 

Brosh’s work fulfills as autobiographical webcomic, an experimental medium borne 

out of comics studies and contemporary digital culture, where practices related to blog-

ging, cartooning, and life narrative merge and intersect in the presence of an online 

audience. 

Webcomics occupy a complex and manifold space in relation to illness narrative, 

responding to the fluid and unstructured writing prevalent online, and likewise a vacil-

lating online community who freely contribute to its story. Hyperbole is perhaps the 

most significant example of webcomics coming into cultural recognition as a mode for 

challenging stereotypical representations of mental illness and contributing to the de-

veloping candor around these experiences.11 Parsed through this unique textual case, 

this paper explores the structural affordances of webcomics, their distinct visual gram-

mar, and the interconnections between both as highly suggestive spaces for what Susan 

Squier and Ryan Marks argue makes “graphic medicine — as art, scholarship, and 

something combining both — […] subtle, analytic, and complex.”12 

Brosh’s Hyperbole outlines new engagements with intimate stories of mental illness, 

deploying visual metaphors and symbolic language within an abstract, haphazard kind 

of artistry to convey an accessible and comedic account of everyday life with depres-

sion and anxiety. As the study of webcomics necessitates consideration of both the for-

mal properties of comics and the affordances of digital media, this paper appropriately 

presents its close reading alongside an analysis of Hyperbole’s subjectivity as a hybrid 
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webcomic blog with a vast, networked audience. How webcomics invite powerful vis-

ual disclosures and simultaneously collapse the boundaries between authors and read-

ers is particularly salient to Hyperbole, which catalyzed an online community through 

identification and provided them with a platform to contribute their own experiences 

into an evolving, collective story of mental illness. Connections between graphic med-

icine which “can function as [a] [sic] portal into individual experience of illness,” and 

life writing ethics tied to witnessing autobiographical stories online signal a provoca-

tive area for future research that positions illness narrative within interdisciplinary 

fields of comics studies, graphic medicine, and life writing — one that the study of 

Brosh’s webcomics powerfully discerns.13 

1_Webcomics in Context: Underground Comix and Graphic Medicine 
An exploration of Brosh’s illness narrative requires some theoretical scaffolding 

around what webcomics are and how this medium links to an established field of auto-

biographical comics as well as to emerging spaces of life writing and graphic medicine 

studies. The geographies and subjects of comics are always in motion, responding to 

new generations of cartoonists and the urgent socio-cultural and political issues emerg-

ing out of the contemporary moment. The roots of autobiographical comics are often 

traced to the literary counterculture of the Underground Comix movement of the 1960s 

and 1970s. Comix artists — Robert Crumb, Aline Kominsky-Crumb, Gilbert Shelton, 

and Justin Green among the most prominent – depicted stories of sexual experimenta-

tion, explicit drug use, political unrest, and violence in order to challenge dominant 

taboos and break the silence and censure around such experiences.14 

Cartoonists and comics artists today negotiate similar positions of marginality to 

continue the tradition of writing against underrepresented cultural and political issues, 

giving voice to those silenced, and visualizing what has been erased. The modern con-

text for their work is geared towards broad theories and practices of life writing: schol-

arship which attends to the vast mediums — i.e. written, drawn, performative — 

through which we attempt to understand our lives and others’.15 The connecting fibers 

of comics and autobiography have developed strongly from artists such as Art Spiegel-

man, Joe Sacco, and Alison Bechdel, and scholars including Elisabeth El Refaie, 

Charles Hatfield, and Hillary Chute, the latter of whom has argued convincingly that 

“[t]he energy around comics and the relation of comics to the question of narrating 
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lives in our contemporary moment are palpable.”16 Autobiographical comics prompt 

new possibilities and challenges around the nature of self-display, shifting and extend-

ing the boundaries of what can and cannot be represented in narrative.17 For example, 

comics’ formal tensions between word and image, or panel and gutter, allow past ex-

perience and memories to exist alongside present, and even future, events. In the same 

way that temporality is re-envisioned through drawing, the physical referent of the im-

age can also project introspective thoughts or emotions onto the page. 

While scholarship surrounding why and how comics are inclined to autobiograph-

ical representation is subjective, complex, and beyond the scope of this paper, what I 

hope to illustrate here is that the relationship between word-and-image forms and doc-

umenting lives emerges from deep historical contexts.18 How both genres contempora-

neously shift towards more fragmented, spontaneous, and digital acts of self-display, 

and seek audiences that are increasingly mobile and interconnected, is another connec-

tion we might draw out. Autobiography and comics have undergone significant trans-

formations in terms of how they occupy space and generate audience in accordance 

with trends in literature and culture. Comics, for instance, has moved between print and 

digital publishing cultures, from stapled magazines (‘floppies’), newspaper strips and 

zines, towards the era of Web 2.0, social media and proliferating spaces for public self-

expression popularized in the twenty-first century. Autobiographical works that em-

brace digital media, mix genres, or otherwise push at the form itself have recently dom-

inated life writing research, opening up the field to digital contexts, spaces, and com-

munities in which self-representation is newly produced and mediated.19 At the inter-

section of these trajectories is webcomics, known variously within comics and media 

scholarship as digital comics, download comics, hypercomics and internet comics.20 

Once remnants of the early Internet age, now revived with the emergence of social 

media, webcomics are a precise, hybrid mode connected to increasingly mobile and 

fluctuating platforms and audiences. In the context of life writing, they provoke new 

thinking about form, genre, and the personal stakes of representation that appears sin-

gularly online. 

As a mode of self-representation that challenges and broadens the limits of life nar-

rative through the affordances of the Internet, webcomics are a unique, interdisciplinary 

technology for intimate self-display. Not limited to word-and-image, they may incor-

porate sound, animation, and user-led interactivity (e.g. ‘choose-your-own-adventure’ 
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style) in an immersive, representational narrative. These multimodal elements are not 

pertinent to this paper, however, the notion that webcomics are texts strictly created for 

digital distribution online, on digital platforms, and for digitally networked audiences 

is essential to this discussion.21 The definition of webcomics I am proposing excludes 

comics first published in a physical forms like magazines and books, but not those 

adapted for print since circulating online.22 This is an important distinction, as my lens 

for examining webcomics as a powerful rhetorical device for graphic medicine consid-

ers not only how marginalized or misrepresented experiences of mental illness are pre-

sented on a referential level through drawing, but also how this personal narrative 

traverses digital platforms that broadcast to vast communities of digital readers. 

Tensions between the delicate labor of drawing and the spontaneity of posting and 

sharing means webcomics toggle somewhat precariously between online and offline 

modes of representation and publication. Scott McCloud was the first to grapple with 

the complexity of rendering comics online in Reinventing Comics, which envisioned a 

digitally utopian landscape for the graphic form and urged artists to begin embracing 

new tools for their production and dissemination.23 Whilst McCloud’s predictions have 

been rigorously debated, his work remains the initial blueprint for how comics and its 

study could be reinvented for the digital age.24 Sean Fenty, Trena Houp, and Laurie 

Taylor have since examined the wide distribution of comics online for broad platforms 

and universal audiences, centering their argument on the aesthetic and artistic potentials 

of digital storytelling.25 Significantly, Fenty, Houp, and Taylor define webcomics as a 

modern variant of Underground Comix and identify marked connections between these 

genres in terms of their themes, subject matter, style, and structure.26 With the turn 

towards increasingly public, interconnected modes of self-representation, comics 

scholarship draws on this early theorizing to signal new directions and questions around 

the future of autobiographical comics online. In Documentary Comics, Nina Mick-

witz’s brief overview of webcomics’ scholarship makes two key assertions: the medium 

is largely absent within the field of life writing, and existing research in comics studies 

concentrates on webcomics’ multimodality (i.e. animation and sound) over their publi-

cation, dissemination, and reception online.27 Candida Rifkind, a prominent comics 

scholar, also makes the not uncontroversial argument that free distribution and newly 

accessible audiences online may revolutionize autobiographical comics: “[P]latform 
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diversification must be part of the future of graphic life-narrative studies.”28 As web-

comics’ position within genres that tell and show lived experience continues to unfold, 

what becomes increasingly apparent is the capacity of these texts for marginalized, in-

visible, or otherwise unknowable experience. From Mickwitz and Rifkind’s work, dis-

tinct connections between autobiographical Comix and webcomics are revealed: both 

carve out radical new spaces in terms of comics publishing, subjectivity, and represen-

tation, and respond to the same cultural necessity for untold stories. If Underground 

Comix sought to engage and disarm taboos around sexuality, gender, war, and addic-

tion, then in a similar tradition, I argue, webcomics gesture towards the equally perva-

sive silencing around experiences of disability, disease, and mental illness. 

The nature of the illness experience continues to capture scholarship from diverse 

fields of medicine, social science, and the humanities, much of which cites Arthur 

Frank as its most notable theorist.29 Frank’s seminal work, The Wounded Storyteller, 

provides a typology of illness storytelling drawn from first-person experiences of ill-

ness, including his own, that demonstrates how understanding the body is parsed 

through stories shaped and reshaped by individuals, families, and most overwhelm-

ingly, the force of medical discourse.30 He writes: “The story of illness that trumps all 

others in the modern period is the medical narrative. The story told by the physician 

becomes the one against which all others are ultimately judged true or false, useful or 

not.”31 Frank’s emphasis on personal narratives to articulate and reclaim the ill body is 

borne out in graphic medicine, which takes embodied illness memoir as subject, and 

mobilizes the perspectives of the individual, family, friends and caregivers for these 

disclosures.32 Graphic medicine is still emerging as a genre of autobiographical comics 

which calls for novel spaces in which subjective narratives relating to illness and/or 

disability might “bridge the gap between knowing about a disease and understanding 

the patient’s experience of that disease.”33 

In a landmark study, Michael J. Green and Kimberly R. Myers identified “graphic 

pathographies” as a compelling sub-genre of graphic medicine that might assist doctors 

in understanding the personal and communal impacts of illness in their clinical prac-

tice.34 Their analysis posits two examples of graphic pathographies, Brian Fries’ Mom’s 

Cancer and Marisa Marchetto’s Cancer Vixen, that, I argue, reveal something of the 

shape and subject of graphic medicine. Mom’s Cancer, for instance, was originally 
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serialized online as a webcomic strip and won the inaugural prize for “Best Digi-

tal/Webcomic” at the 2005 Eisner Awards. 35 Its inclusion in Green and Myers’ study 

as an early example of graphic medicine not only positions webcomics as a distinct 

technology for life narrative but suggests firmly their rhetorical power for graphic sto-

ries of illness. Further, that two cancer narratives were selected for analysis reveals a 

broader tendency in comics studies to focus on illnesses manifested in or on the body. 

The capacity to engage with the “docile bodies” of the mentally ill — rendered invisi-

ble, hidden, or illegitimated throughout history — thus points to productive gaps in 

graphic medicine criticism that modern theorizing aims to address.36 

As Underground Comix became “a vehicle for the most personal and unguarded of 

revelations,”37 graphic medicine, too, builds a legacy of transgression by offering a way 

into the subjective realities of illness and/or disability, and granting its sufferers agency 

to challenge dominant cultural attitudes around illness through a hybrid visual-verbal 

mode.38 This is where I propose graphic medicine and Brosh’s Hyperbole powerfully 

and productively intersect. Webcomics are transgressive texts, in many ways, pointing 

towards untapped narratives of personal experience and capturing wide audiences 

within the democratic spaces of digital and social media. Likewise, graphic medicine 

‘democratizes’ the discourse of medicine, that is, opens up the visualization of illness 

experiences beyond medical illustrations in clinical textbooks and pamphlets (although 

educational comics are included within the genre) for the benefit of doctors, patients, 

and their families.39 Through the juxtaposition of words and images, graphic medicine 

allows artists to deploy visual metaphors for illness experiences that are visceral, em-

bodied, and complex. What makes the simplistic style of drawing we see in Hyperbole 

so captivating, for example, is how it frames complex issues surrounding death, pain, 

and suffering within layers of comedy and absurdity to enable greater knowledge and 

understanding of these life events. 

2_Fracture and Metaphor in Allie Brosh’s Hyperbole 
Threading visual vignettes of life narrative with technicolored artistry, Hyperbole pre-

sents a facetious and satirical depiction of the everyday filtered through with allusions 

to depression and anxiety. Its drawings reproduce real events in periodic, time stamped 

posts imbued with the immediacy of digital publishing culture and the generic expec-
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tations of diary and/or blog in this context. Consider the organization of these webcom-

ics via its host domain, Blogspot, where navigational links to Brosh’s social media, 

thumbnails of featured posts, a list of followers, an archive of previous works, and the 

number of page loads are displayed along the right-side of the screen. As Kylie Cardell 

notes, these features mobilize a popular sense of the blog as diary: “This is the effect 

of certain structural convergences (such as chronological ordering, dated entries, and a 

present-tense perspective) as well as a perceived rhetorical resonance to forms of per-

sonal and autobiographical writing.”40 As webcomic blog, Hyperbole appears to fore-

ground documentary affordances both through drawings that are distinctly quotidian 

and the mixing of genres that “[tap] into a contemporary aesthetic for immediacy and 

transparency in representation.”41 The intimacies of mental illness in this context are 

part of a formulated life narrative that feels immediate and intense while at the same 

time resembles humorous escapism. Brosh’s webcomics speak to an audience primed 

to witness and engage with personal stories online, in other words, and presents vibrant, 

embodied webcomics with specific functions to invite commentary, speculation, and 

scrutiny. 

A collection of disconnected, anecdotal webcomics, Hyperbole exemplifies digital 

modes of expression “valued for their perceived more-realistic-because-less-figurative 

representation of self.”42 The following reading attempts to draw out the precise visual 

strategies it leverages as communicative tools that, in conjunction with its positioning 

as webcomic blog, both produces and solicits certain intimacies between author and 

audience. Bracketing Brosh’s extended hiatus in 2011, “Adventures in Depression” and 

“Depression Part Two” reframe Hyperbole’s unique artistry for the purpose of repre-

senting illness, co-opting the visual idiom popularized in Underground Comix to fore-

ground difficult subjects like self-harm and suicidal ideation and render them in a co-

medic style. As graphic medicine offers representations of illness rich with visual met-

aphor, analogy, and allusion, 43 how Brosh’s webcomics mobilize these techniques to 

create new understandings of mental illness and “bridge the gap” 44 between its suffer-

ers is pertinent to this analysis. 

Graphic medicine is geared towards the personal and communal aspects of illness, 

layering visual depictions of identities, perspectives, and experiences to develop more 

subjective knowledge around illness as life event. As Annemarie Mol argues in The 

Body Multiple, literature around disease and illness is a critical frame for understanding 
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bodies rendered “multiple” by the practices and performances (for example, patient 

case-files, doctor consults, surgeries, imaging scans) that cohere the medical profes-

sion.45 For Mol, illnesses are “more than singular,” rather, deeply multifaceted events 

drawn from, and embedded in, medical and personal experience.46 The complex mul-

tiplicity of illness — as a biomedical process and also social phenomenon — demands 

that researchers and practitioners “seek ways, lay ways so to speak, to freely talk about 

them.”47 The shifting sites of the ill body that Mol describes are an apt metaphor for 

our digital times, where notions of the ‘self’ are pluralistic and decentered, and come 

into our awareness through multiform profiles and platforms of representation. Sidonie 

Smith and Julia Watson, two formative life writing theorists, summarized these digital 

trends more than a decade ago in Reading Autobiography, in which they argue “auto-

biographical storytelling is drawn from multiple, disparate, and discontinuous experi-

ences and the multiple identities constructed from and constituting those experi-

ences.”48 Mol, and Smith and Watson, identify two key considerations that shape the 

following analysis: how Brosh works closely with metaphor and humor to create more 

accessible language around mental illness, and deploys images of a multiplied or frag-

mented self to contest common assumptions of depression and anxiety. 

Scenes of juvenile light-heartedness, abruptly punctured with references to dark im-

agery and themes, sets off distinct narrative and comedic effects in Hyperbole. As Elis-

abeth El Refaie notes, the most common metaphors used to describe depression in 

graphic illness narratives circulate around “darkness, descent, […] or being trapped in 

a tight space” whereas “the process of recovery is typically framed in terms of a battle 

or journey.”49 In “Depression Part Two,” for example, Brosh appears in a dark room, 

distorted to create the visual impression of its walls stretching infinitely towards a small 

and indistinct exit. In the following image, she stands at the threshold to an unknown 

door with anonymous, white text floating overhead. Its taunting dialogue — “Oh, are 

you trying to get away? Go see what’s over there” — accompanies a hastily scribbled 

arrow, both pointing towards something out of frame to the right of screen.50 As the 

sequence continues, this invisible narrator coerces Brosh into deeper, blacker recesses 

until she finally confronts a cavernous tunnel, across which the words “WHAT’S IN 

THERE? Is it nothing??” are chaotically spread.51 In the typed captions that introduce 

these drawings, Brosh attempts to describe her experience of depression as “not really 

negativity or sadness” but a “detached, meaningless fog where you can’t feel anything 
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about anything.”52 Whilst the notion of “descent” that El Refaie prioritizes as a visual 

metaphor for depression is particularly conspicuous in this example, as Brosh travels 

through a palimpsest of black scenes into increasingly unknown territories, the juxta-

position between narratorial perspectives is equally compelling. Here, Brosh stages a 

dialogue between several versions of herself — a cartoonish, physical avatar; internal 

‘voice’ similarly drawn; and the captions that retrospectively frame these events. The 

fracture evidenced by Brosh’s multiple selves is jarring — against a calculably naïve 

visual idiom, the prose text describes the isolating, overwhelming experience of de-

pression in a diaristic tone that models self-reflexivity. Similar references to a multi-

plied self are embedded within both “Adventures in Depression” and “Depression Part 

Two” as a powerful allusion to the complex material experience of mental illness as 

well as the multiplicity of the ill body highlighted by Mol. 

Fracture and duality form part of a distinct framework for subjectivity, narration, 

and identity in Brosh’s webcomics, constituting a dominant metaphorical trope in “Ad-

ventures in Depression,” specifically. These images are divided into unequal halves that 

re-envision the fractured ill self as separate entities (‘depressed’ versus ‘not-depressed’ 

Allie) in conversation. In one example, a physically listless Brosh, draped over a couch, 

is juxtaposed against a close-up of her internal self, with furrowed brows and deep 

frown-lines belaying the latter’s frustration. These related images form a static back-

ground against which Brosh’s self-beratement for “being sad” is visualized as an inter-

nal dialogue: “Stop it. Stop being sad. Right now. Stop […] If you don’t stop being sad 

right now, I’m going to turn on the garbage disposal and listen to the sound it makes 

until you cooperate.”53 These metaphors of self, that construct or reference duality, 

connect Brosh’s artistry to the broader intent of graphic medicine to contrast “subjec-

tive feelings and perceptions with the objective visual representation.”54 By visualizing 

its author/avatar as split identities, that is, Hyperbole presents visible language for in-

visible or subliminal effects of mental illness, such as emotional or cognitive disso-

nance, and translates the complexity of these experiences into a representative life nar-

rative. 

The structural composition of split panels, in which one side represents Brosh’s in-

ner psyche and the other her physical reality, is revisited intermittently throughout Hy-

perbole’s two-part “Depression” series. In another example, Brosh’s internal self dom-

inates over two thirds of the image, shouting at its cowering, tearful physical version: 
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“HEY! What are you doing? Are you crying? Why are you crying? The worst thing that 

has happened to you in the last three days is tearing the spout on your chocolate milk.”55 

The depiction of disparate bodies across these webcomics is significant in its connec-

tion to the complex and fractured experience of mental illness, but also, in creating a 

distinct “iconography of illness” bound up in its comically abstract, exaggerated, and 

experimental art.56 Brosh’s aesthetic is a productive frame for graphic medicine and its 

aim to translate complicated concepts and experiences into narrative that carries some-

what loaded implications for identity and authenticity in life writing. 

Williams argues that “comics autobiographies differ from text autobiographies in 

several ways, tending towards self-reflexivity and often featuring metafictional ele-

ments that point to ideas of the self as a construct.”57 Brosh’s amorphous self-represen-

tation in Hyperbole — not immediately recognizable as female, nor human — occupies 

peculiar space in relation to conventional images of the “autobiographical avatar,” to 

use Gillian Whitlock’s phrase.58 With a body constituting a pink rectangle fused to stick 

arms and legs, bulging white eyes and a yellow triangle of ‘hair,’ this frog-like figure 

is an assemblage of caricature, animation, and parody far removed from Brosh’s real 

appearance. Yet, it is also clearly self-representation, one that both draws upon and 

dismantles cultural perceptions of the “freaked and Othered bodies” that have histori-

cally coded illness as visual difference.59 As Krista Quesenberry writes, Brosh’s pur-

posefully ambiguous avatar allows for certain slippages in its representation of gen-

dered illness: “A non-human self-representation eliminates some or all of the predicta-

ble identity markers in order to convey a reconstituted identity.”60 Brosh’s deceptively 

simplistic art, then, stands for a complex, fluctuating illness experience which not only 

engages multiple identity positions within a singular avatar, but levers the plasticity of 

this representation to re-envision common stereotypes and assumptions around the ‘ill’ 

identity and body. 

3_The ‘Art’ of Illness: Exaggeration and Abstraction as Counter-narrative 
Recently, comics scholars have positioned Hyperbole within shifting debates in relation 

to the representation of illness and/or disability in graphic memoir and autobiographical 

comics, focusing on the role of style and aesthetic for characterizing and subverting 

these experiences.61 What Quesenberry identifies as Hyperbole’s non-gendered repre-

sentation of illness, which highlights particular experiences and knowledge of mental 
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illness, is echoed by Kristen Gay, who argues Brosh’s self-depiction forces audiences 

to employ covert reading strategies in order to identity mood and emotion on deeper 

referential levels, through the size and placement of its eyes and mouth, for instance.62 

In the aforementioned example (“why are you crying?”), the narrowed eyes and fur-

rowed brow of Brosh’s internal self contrast with the wide, glistening eyes of the ex-

ternal to visualize the strain of emotional distress and other conflicts experienced by 

sufferers of mental illness. As these are identical figures, between whom facial expres-

sion is the only differentiating feature, Brosh appropriately directs readers to identify 

nuance, rather than focus broadly on where and how the body appears, in order to un-

derstand these key subtleties of depression and anxiety. 

Where Gay limits the scope of her analysis to the images or panels in which mental 

illness is made visible through facial expression, I argue these features reveal a change 

in tone and subjectivity across the webcomic blog, particularly, where “Adventures in 

Depression” slips into “Depression Part Two.” In the former, Brosh’s mouth is a closed 

frown, depicted as little more than a thin black line, while her eyes are drawn as vari-

ously blank, numb, and uncertain. These features are grotesquely amplified and exag-

gerated in posts that follow, where the mouth resembles a hollow chasm, akin to a silent 

scream, and its pupils are dilated to such an extent the whiteness around the edges is 

nearly imperceptible. The implications of these disproportions not only allude to the 

significant period of interruption that precedes “Depression Part Two,” the volatility of 

this artistry positions fracture as both a theme within the webcomic and an inevitability 

for its author outside it. That Brosh traces emotional flux onto a deceptively ambiguous 

avatar produces a new mode of witnessing that requires readers to remain attentive to 

how artistic style, alongside visual and verbal content, frames and influences acts of 

interpretation. 

In Dave Eggers’ foreword to McSweeney’s comics anthology, More Things Like 

This, he asks: “Why is it important to some of the artists that the drawings appear cas-

ual, even sloppy? Is the loose craftsmanship part of their appeal, in that they seem more 

intimate and disarming? Is absurdity more appealing when it comes across as hum-

ble?”63 Brosh’s ‘sloppy’ aesthetic is perhaps as central to the cultural pervasiveness of 

her webcomics as to their relatability in relation to intimate displays of mental illness. 

This rough, yet calculable, method of drawing is what makes Hyperbole so successful 

in removing readers from conventional understandings of how depression and anxiety 
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‘look’ and ‘feel,’ and towards some of its untouched realities. These webcomics signal 

their own craftedness, in other words, by calling attention to more diverse ways of 

seeing and being in the world through the messy distortion of images, lines and shapes. 

While Brosh’s cartoons resemble somewhat rudimentary attempts at drawing, even 

gesturing towards the clunkiness of drawing on screen; they are, in fact, created with 

meticulous detail on Paintbrush, a version of Microsoft Paint for MacBook.64 While 

seemingly an unexpected medium for a story immersed in daily experiences of depres-

sion and anxiety — particularly as Paint offers fairly limited options for drawing — 

this amateur-like aesthetic allows for vast displays of mood and expression, as dis-

cussed, as well as more authentic visualizations of the self, as Brosh explains: 

I draw myself this way [because] I feel like this absurd, squiggly thing is 
actually a much more accurate representation of myself than I am. It’s a 
better tool for communicating my sense of humour and actually getting 
across what I’m trying to say than, say, you know, being there in the flesh 
[…] it’s more of a raw representation of what it feels like to be me.65 

Through its “rawness” and relatability, Hyperbole demonstrates the fundamentals of 

comics, specifically, “exaggeration, fantasy, caricature, spectacle, irony, disorder, dis-

tortion.”66 Its stylized scribblings combined with the dense emotional territory it covers 

means Brosh occupies space near the middle of the spectrum between reality and ab-

surdity. In the “About” section of the blog, she describes herself as “heroic, caring, alert 

and flammable” before abruptly changing tack and bookending the page with a picture 

of a unicorn captioned, “this is probably the least informative about page ever.”67 Hy-

perbole reveals an urgent representational mode for stories of mental illness that reveals 

a layered, referential portrayal of illness that is conscious of its own perceived juvenil-

ity. 

Part way through “Depression Part Two,” for instance, a climactic moment depicts 

Brosh’s frustration at what she deems the institutionalized dialogues of depression. At 

two separate points, she writes: 

It isn’t always something you can fight back against with hope. It isn’t even 
something — it’s nothing. And you can't combat nothing. You can’t fill it 
up. You can’t cover it. It’s just there, pulling the meaning out of everything. 
It would be like having a bunch of dead fish, but no one around you will 
acknowledge that the fish are dead.68 

The following scenes re-enact conversations with friends, strangers, and therapists, 

where the word “fish” is substituted for other well-known axioms of self-help advice: 
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“Fish are always deadest before the dawn,” quips the smiling face of a brown-haired 

woman suspended in the top left-hand corner.69 In the same frame, a superimposed 

male figure adds, “you used to have so many fish… what happened?”70 These voices 

are amplified by more strangers, increasing in volume until the penultimate scene 

which positions Brosh against a blank white background, flinging fish back at this im-

aginary audience and yelling, “why can’t anyone see how dead these are?”71 By appro-

priating language with deep referential ties to common assumptions around mental ill-

ness, Brosh exercises a self-consciousness that reveals the precision behind her web-

comics, wherein humor and ‘sloppiness’ form the tenets of a particular kind of illness 

representation. 

What results from Hyperbole’s comedic impulse is a sharp commentary on conven-

tional illness narratives of transformation and recovery72 that outlines absurdity and 

exaggeration as visual terms for deeply personal experiences. One of the most recog-

nizable images of the webcomic, and the most appropriated by its vast Internet fandom, 

features a bug-eyed Brosh grinning maniacally next to the words, “I FEEL NOTH-

ING,” printed in underlined, all-capital letters.73 The playful absurdity from which 

Brosh creates this narrative is powerfully authentic and reflects a self-conscious effort 

to bracket distressing content against sarcastic humor. In her analysis of Mom’s Cancer, 

Sharon O’Brien suggests authenticity compels our attention towards illness: “Because 

there are so few honest illness narratives in our culture, readers find those that exist 

powerful and important because they give voice to their own silenced or submerged 

stories.”74 O’Brien taps an important distinction between lived experiences of illness 

and its representation in comics, as drawing widens the scope of autobiographical sto-

rytelling to capture excess, abstraction, and exaggeration as part of its visual grammar. 

Comics offer an experimental framework for disclosure that is less reliant on “hon-

esty” or truth/fullness than traditional testimony yet is undeniably an expression of real 

experience, emotion, and thought.75 The capacity to convey meaning through the 

breadth of visual, verbal, and digital strategies, for instance, makes webcomics like 

Hyperbole ripe for a similar kind of abstract, layered self-display. Unbound by the tra-

ditional structure of print comics (panels, gutters, and frames) and operating instead as 

scrolling narratives, the form of webcomics constitute streams of images accommo-

dated by the virtually endless digital ‘page.’76 The fluidity of Hyperbole, that sits in the 
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generative space where webcomics and blog merge and overlap, means the unpredict-

able and fractured experience of depression and anxiety is presented not only in draw-

ing, but as part of its structural outlay. By embedding its meaning within multiple ref-

erential levels — for example, the image, the post, the webcomic, the blog itself — 

Hyperbole offers up more than one ‘text’ for us to read and interpret as illness narrative. 

In the final paragraphs of “Adventures in Depression,” Brosh rejects dominant as-

sumptions of illness narrative as linear or formulaic, instead favoring a fluid and am-

biguous kind of storytelling that comes to characterize the form of her webcomic. In a 

moment of critical self-reflexivity, she challenges resolutions to mental illness built 

around emotional transformation or discovery with a picture of banal dailiness: 

If my life was a movie, the turning point of my depression would have been 
inspirational and meaningful. It would have involved wisdom-filled epiph-
anies about discovering my true self and I would conquer my demons and 
go on to live the rest of my life in happiness. Instead, my turning point 
mostly hinged upon the fact that I had rented some movies and then I didn’t 
return them for too long.77 

Comics artist Nicola Streeten echoes Brosh’s resistance to “epiphany” in illness narra-

tives that position transformation as the centering device for resolution, citing catharsis 

as equally “problematic, because there’s no consensus of what it means. […] The idea 

is of cleaning out pent up trauma with the suggestion of a cure at the end.”78 Catharsis 

is often freighted with cultural weight, a term that invokes an expectation of healing 

that limits perceptions of mental illness, itself not as easily resolved as physical symp-

toms or bodily wounds. For Brosh, the perpetual cycle of invisible symptoms and shift-

ing identities that characterize her experience of depression and anxiety can be sum-

marized as the difference between a tunnel and a tube. In interviews, she has described 

depression as “a tunnel, but also may be a giant tube that just keeps going in a circle. 

And you can’t tell which one it is while you’re in it. There might be light, but there 

might just be more tube.”79 Whilst a tunnel is a cogent metaphor for what Frank calls 

“restitution narrative,” a tube elicits an endless negotiation with mental illness that bet-

ter encapsulates the sentiment of Hyperbole, whose author appears in perpetual recov-

ery from, rather than cured of, depression and anxiety.80 While the complexity of 

Brosh’s ill identity undeniably informs the subject of her webcomics, how the blog’s 

formal structure reinforces this positioning makes a compelling point. Rather than turn 

pages, readers continually scroll down to reveal new displays of images and captions. 
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At the bottom, they must scroll up through these frames to reach the navigation pane, 

or else click a button that says “top” to catapult back to the beginning. This analogy for 

depression and anxiety thus operates on several referential levels in Hyperbole: it sug-

gests Brosh’s attempts to grapple with the cyclical nature of mental illness through 

visual metaphor and gains deeper significance in practice as a strategy for reading, 

whereby her audience’s interactions with the text solicit particular engagements with 

its images, words, and stories. 

4_Does Anybody Know What Is Happening with Allie Brosh?  
Whilst published stories of trauma, illness, and adversity are often written with the 

benefit and distortion of hindsight, there is an urgency and an honesty in the quotidian 

currency of webcomics. By urgency, I mean not to imply the same kind of spontaneity 

and suddenness of the social media status, but rather, to suggest that the moment new 

posts appear on Hyperbole or elsewhere online is when readers feel closest to its author. 

The Allie Brosh rendered on our screen is Allie Brosh right now. The Internet presents 

a particular mode of autobiographical writing that facilitates the immediacy of experi-

ence, and in this instance brings its vast, virtual audience into contact with mental ill-

ness through conversations with its sufferers. In this way, Hyperbole is the kind of nar-

rative that Frank advocates in The Wounded Storyteller: one that counters the singular 

medical language with personal voice to achieve “collective force.”81 

Since the publication of Frank’s creative nonfiction monograph, life writing on ill-

ness as identity and narrative now constitute a burgeoning, and significant, critical 

field.82 Its foundational theorist is G. Thomas Couser, whose work casts widely towards 

a range of autobiographical subjects and considers the influence of agency and ethics 

in self-representation.83 Against conventional thinking that attempts to homogenize ill-

ness narratives, Brosh presents an individualistic experience that seemingly aligns with 

Couser’s notion that representation is how a patient “owns [their] diagnosis.”84 That 

said, a hybrid webcomic blog like Hyperbole, widely publicized and deployed on the 

Internet, navigates diverse audiences and makes visible their illness stories through the 

affordances of its comments section. Brosh’s work is thus framed through a collective 

lens of perspectives that complicates the assumption that she “owns” her illness, as 

Hyperbole’s purpose and function extends beyond her singular story of depression and 

anxiety. As Frank asserts, telling illness stories comes with ethical pressure: “[F]or the 
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person who is seriously ill, a primary responsibility for service is storytelling as an art 

of witness.”85 The ethics of personal disclosure remains central to life writing debates 

in the twenty-first century, prompting us to think critically about what these texts make 

visible, and our responsibility as witnesses to lived experience. Readers of Hyperbole 

occupy an intense relationship to both the webcomics and its author, which contextu-

alizes this consideration of the ethical dimensions to reading and performing illness 

through personal disclosures online. 

During the 19-month span of her absence, Hyperbole’s vast fandom set in motion a 

search that spread to distant corners and communities of the Internet. The comment 

sections of the blog and Brosh’s social media profiles flooded with messages of support 

and pleas for updates; independent forum sites posted ‘sightings’ of Brosh in her 

hometown of Sandpoint, Idaho; online journalists even began writing articles centered 

on her absence and the viral public response. The Reddit chain, “Does anybody know 

what is happening with Allie Brosh” was launched and received over 1,300 upvotes 

and 746 comments from users, many of whom created new accounts for the purpose of 

joining the chorus of concerned friends and followers. The Subreddit soon became a 

trending piece on the site’s “front page of the internet,” prompting Brosh’s first public 

remarks in almost two years. In March 2012, under the pseudonymous username Tube-

monster, she commented on the thread with a lengthy apology introduced with the 

statement: 

The last few months (and I suppose also the few months before those few 
months) have been very difficult for me. As you know, I’ve been struggling 
with depression. I made a small breakthrough at the time of my last post, 
but even though I was feeling a bit better, I was still depressed and I knew 
I probably wasn’t out of the woods yet.86 

Brosh remained active on the forum briefly after posting to respond to the outpouring 

of messages from her followers, a vast number of whom included intimate self-disclo-

sures as part of their comments. Two months later, she reactivated Hyperbole to publish 

“Depression Part Two,” which saw the blog’s following reach critical mass — the post 

received over 1.5 million unique visits and 5,000 comments in a single day — and 

record its highest ever user-engagement.87 

As the technological capaciousness of webcomics allows for the transmission of 

intimacy in public space, these kinds of interactions are mediated rapidly as never be-

fore, and likewise, create reading communities more devoted and attentive to these 
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works than ever. The interactivity foregrounded in webcomics maps well onto concep-

tions of graphic medicine as a mode of representation that extends beyond personal 

storytelling to consider health and illness on the broader scale of community.88 That is, 

graphic medicine can “provide companionship through shared experience in a more 

immediate manner than might be gained from joining a self-help group or reading pa-

tient information leaflets.”89 Significantly, this “companionship” online extends be-

yond family, friends, or medical professionals to include strangers, anonymous people, 

or those using pseudonyms or usernames online. The immediacy of the webcomic blog 

engenders a new kind of intimacy between otherwise disparate groups in this regard, 

translating the individual experience of illness into one built for mass consumption, 

interaction, and circulation within the sharing ecologies of the Internet. 

Addressing herself to largely unknowable audiences across vast global spaces, 

Brosh engages readers who are not mere spectators of her vibrant, quotidian illness 

narrative, but form an attentive community broadly connected online. As McCloud has 

suggested, the visual abstraction and fractured narratives required of comics — where 

the process of meaning-making relies on filling gutters or gaps with one’s own 

thoughts, memories, and experiences — make them powerful conduits for engaged acts 

of looking.90 Reading comics therefore “demands tactility, a physical intimacy with the 

reader in the acts of cognition and visual scrutiny.”91 One of the ways Hyperbole ne-

gotiates life writing and ethics is by offering new considerations for the varying risks 

and responsibilities of graphic witnessing when it moves beyond the interior (reading, 

thinking, imagining) and accompanies physical and visible acts (liking, commenting, 

sharing). The archive of likes and comments filed on Hyperbole constitute this kind of 

interaction between reader and text, creating a story richer and more diverse than Brosh 

alone is capable of telling. One that permits individuals’ intimate disclosures of illness 

without eliciting the representational risks that Brosh confronts with her own.92 That 

is, her readers can choose to remain anonymous (depending on their username), interact 

with both the webcomic and other followers throughout the comments section, or val-

idate the stories shared there by liking or subscribing to different posts. 

Offering visual, visible representations of illness makes comics a powerful medium 

for remediation, something that is productively amplified in webcomics that engage 

with a decentered, digital public to create wholly new, collective stories of illness out 

of, and alongside, the main. Given the generative digital modes, platforms, and profiles 
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now available on which to present ourselves and our stories, Hyperbole demonstrates 

how artists like Brosh circulate amongst a reading public and stand up to their scrutiny. 

The vast readership who encounter her work on the Internet and use its functionality to 

enter their own narratives into the record reveal the burdens and vulnerabilities of mu-

tual personal disclosure. What are Brosh’s responsibilities to her readers? Does she owe 

Hyperbole fans updates on her mental ‘status?’ Their fanatical search lasting over a 

year suggests yes. Yet these slippery engagements between author and audience gener-

ate pressure to rethink what an ethical relationship with autobiography requires, and 

perhaps does not require, from us. What is our responsibility as readers to intimate self-

display, when it appears in overtly networked, public spaces of the Internet? As Brosh’s 

reclusiveness poses interruptions to her webcomics, reading them is complicated by 

questions around accessibility and responsibility: are these absences part of what audi-

ences are permitted to consume or investigate? What does this tell us about the expec-

tations of digital readers? 

5_Conclusion: Webcomics as Interdisciplinary Illness Narrative 
Characterized by abstract, humorous, and quotidian displays of depression and anxiety, 

Hyperbole and a Half reveals how personal stories of illness and suffering continue to 

influence and attract audiences. These webcomics remain an important touchstone of 

Internet culture, and a particularly visible example of graphic medicine, that respond 

to a cultural moment where stories of illness have become high commodities in non-

fiction genres.93 Its unprecedented following suggests the emerging potential of web-

comics as an interdisciplinary genre of life writing that taps contemporary interest in 

the ‘self’ that is produced and solicited in digital spaces, as well as intense cultural 

demand for stories of illness that are embodied, visual, and subjective. 

As I have argued, the digital context of webcomics, including its mode, platform, 

and audience, offer equally significant indications for understanding these texts as close 

readings which analyze their drawn elements. The Internet has a precise communica-

tive function for telling stories of the self, within which webcomics illustrate certain 

tensions around shared disclosure and graphic representation in popular culture. Un-

derstanding how autobiographical webcomics operate amidst the digital and social af-

fordances of the Internet and leverage personal experiences to create and build audience 

requires a new set of critical skills from readers. Crucial to understanding Hyperbole 
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as illness narrative, then, is how the Internet operates as a distinct mode of representa-

tion that affords its users unfettered access to personal stories like Brosh’s and enables 

them to embed their own deeply intimate experiences within this work. 

This paper proposes an interdisciplinary framework for reading webcomics as ill-

ness narratives that push the ideology of graphic medicine — in particular, its emphasis 

on collective and/or communal spaces for illness disclosure — to its limit. Drawing 

from a shared history in the Underground Comix movement, both graphic medicine 

and webcomics present a countercultural aesthetic, tone, and style through which each 

opens a window into alternative self-display. Webcomics inspire unique possibilities 

for illness narrative online as the point of intersection between countercultural acts of 

drawing and the spontaneity of digital engagement. As foremostly graphic representa-

tions, their artistry enables broader capacities for intimate, personal disclosure than 

writing alone, whilst their presence online imbues readers with certain licenses to con-

nect and interact with the author and each other. Hyperbole deploys a complex rela-

tionship to power, representation, and privacy in this way, the study of which discerns 

how the confluence of visual and digital media prompts personal storytelling with dis-

tinct aesthetic and ethical dimensions. As graphic medicine shifts our understanding of 

illness towards more subjective experiences, webcomics like Hyperbole become criti-

cal sites to re-examine how illness narrative operates in proximity to a voracious read-

ing public and creates contemporary, interdisciplinary dialogues of everyday illness 

through its digital form. 
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